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SI]PPLEMENTAL SIGNING FOR STOP SIGNS

by ,1 . L. Gattis, Ph.D., P.E.
Mack-Blackwell Transportation Center

University of Arkansas

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It is not uncommon for a STOP sign to be accompanied by other signs on the same pole.

STOP signs can be found sharing poles with street name, turn prohibition, one-way, and ALL-WAY

(R1-4), 3-WAY, ot 4-WAY (R1-3) signs. Of these examples, the ALL-WAY, 3-WAY, and 4-WAY fall

into a special class of "supplemental signs," signs intended to supply additional definition or

meaning to the primary sign.

Various forms of supplemental signs, warning motorists that "traffic on the cross street does

not stop," can be found at a number of 2-way stop intersections in Canadian provinces and various

states, including Arkansas. The presence of these signs indicates that both state/provincial and local

traffic engineers have felt the need to furnish a special warning at certain Z-way stop-controlled

intersections, where some motorists on the minor approaches may incorrectly assume that the major

crossing street also has .STOP signs. The Manual on Unifurm Trffic Control Devices

MUTCD)(L0,) currently does not include any such sign warning minor road motorists that major

road traffic is not required to stop.

Even though some national research on this subject has been published, the use of various

signs and other traffic control devices (TCDs) warning minor road drivers that major road traffic is

not required to stop (hereafter referred to as CRO^I,S TRAFFIC signs) has arisen out of perceived

needs in various locales, without any effective national control or coordination. With the absence

of coordination, it is not surprising that CRO,S,S TRAFFIC signs now in use lack uniformity of

message, color, shape, and placement location. Given the nature of traffic engineering practice in

an environment of relatively independent local and state/provincial governments, information and

experiences from the "grass roots" level may not be shared among professionals in other parts of

the country unless a formal, coordinated effort is undertaken. There exists a need to

f . identify the extent of use and variations of CRO,S,S TRAFFIC signs;

2. evaluate the effectiveness of current CftOSS TRAFFIC signs;
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3. determine the proper applications of and limitations on the usage of the sign; and

4. share information about CRO,S,S TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP and similar-purpose traffrc

control devices with other transportation professionals.

By evaluating and summarizing the collective experiences of agencies using the CROSS TRAFFIC

signs, federal, state, and local traffic engineers will be in a better position to evaluate the status of

traffic control devices warning motorists that cross traffic does not stop.

The objectives of this research were to investigate and report

1. the present usage of CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP and other similar supplemental

traffic control devices;

2. the circumstances under which these signs/TCDs have been installed, and the sinuational

needs warranting such TCDs, as perceived by traffic officials;

3. any studies or reports of experiences with such TCDs, and the effectiveness of such TCDs.

An additional objective was to address the broader issue of "where do we go from here?" Does

the current state of affairs suggest alternative solutions, new warning methods, a change in the

MUTCD, or new research directions?

If transportation engineering professionals conclude that one or more of the CROSS TRAFFIC

TCDs merits nationwide use, then studies such as this one hopefully will facilitate the future

development of guidelines for the uniform appearance and application of TCDs to warn motorists

that cross street traffic does not stop. If transportation engineers want additional controlled

research to validate the impact of the CROSS TRAFFIC TCDs and define the best future course of

action, this project will serve to help direct those efforts.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROT]ND

Motorists at stop-controlled intersections may sometimes encounter real or imagined factors

that challenge the drivers' ability to correctly analyze and react to intersection traffic patterns. At

locations where the driving task is more complicated, increased numbers of accidents may result.

For instance, drivers may find it more difficult to safely negotiate a five-leg intersection with a

given intersection volume as compared to a T-intersection with the same intersection volume.

Traffic engineers may find it difficult if not impossible to correct some intersection problems with

traditional traffic control countermeasures. The GTOSS TRAFFIC signs have been used, in part, in

attempts to remedy stubborn intersection accident problems.

TI{E MOTORIST'S DILEMMA

Motorists approaching intersections may encounter various levels of control, including signal,

multi-way stop-, 2-way stop-, yield-, or no-traffic-control-device present. Drivers who pass through

these types of controls must exercise differing levels of judgement and skill in order to determine

whether they may proceed safely without creating a conflict with traffic on the intersecting street.

For instance, a traffic signal tells the motorist to stop or to proceed, and demands from the driver

a relatively low level of judgement and skill to determine the proper right-of-way assignment. At

the other end of the spectrum, the operation of an intersection with no traffic control devices

requires a higher degree of correct judgement and skill from the driver.

At stop-controlled intersections, expectations based on previous experience may affect

judgement as a driver determines the advisability of proceeding. Through accumulated driving

experience, a driver may have come to associate multiway stop control with certain types of

roadway situations, or intersections having a certain "look. " In particular, a driver may have

subconsciously concluded that intersections will have stop control on all approaches when the

entering roadways have similar volumes, widths, number of lanes, pavement quality, or amount and

type of roadside development. The driver may associate 2-way control with intersections where

one pair of legs has an obviously greater volume or pavement quality than the other pair.

However, the motorist cannot always correctly perceive whether one roadway at an intersection is

or is not "equal" to the other. Even approximately equal roadways do not always deserve multi-

way stop control. Such presuppositions may result in driver misperception about what type of
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right-of-way control is in effect at a given intersection. When a driver acts on such a false

perception, a traffic accident may result.

Another factor may contribute to a driver's incorrect assumption: there may have been a

change in the STOP sign arrangement. A 4-way stop may have been converted to a 2-way, or the

approach directions required to stop at a 2-way may have been "switched" or changed. Motorists

may be relying on past experiences at the intersection instead of present realities.

Unusual roadway "situations" can compound the complexity of intersection control or

confound the driver. At some intersections, the major traffic movements do not proceed straight

through, but rather make a turn onto the intersecting, perpendicular road. For one direction of

travel, this means the major flow makes a right turn, but for the return- or reverse-direction major

flow it means making a left turn. If the major flow left turn is assigned the right-of-way and does

not have to yield or stop, then traffic from the opposing "straight" direction will encounter what

may seem to be an unnatural driving situation - straight-ahead traffic yielding right-of-way to an

oncoming left turn. Figure 2.1 offers an example.

ST.OP

T

r

I

I

I

I

t-

maj or
traf f i-c
flow

J-

STOP YIELD

FIGURE 2.7 -- Non-standard Right-of-way Assignment

The driver may also suffer a mental "malfunction" and for no apparent reason assume cross

traffic is required to stop; perhaps driver distraction or fatigue are contributing factors. When

motorists who encounter a STOP sign at an intersection incorrectly assume that the crossing street

also has stop control, accident potential greatly increases. This is because the motorists making the

incorrect assumption may proceed after stopping, expecting the approaching vehicles on the cross

street to slow and stop, when in fact the cross sffeet vehicles may drive on through.
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Although up to this point the discussion has been couched in terms of a 4Jeg intersection,

similar right-of-way assignment confusion can also occur at 3-leg or "T"-intersections.

THE TRAFFIC ENGII{EER'S RESPONSE

When confronted with intersection safety problems assumed to result from faulty driver

conclusions, traff,rc engineers responsible for roadway operations may respond by installing additional

TCDs. The engineer may direct the installation of an overhead flashing beacon, which by displaying

red to one street will emphasize the stop control, and by displaying yellow to the other will offer a

warning. Attempting to get the attention of drivers assumed to be inattentive, engineers may add

warning signs with messages such as STOP AHEAD or install rumble strips in advance of the

intersection. Geometric modifications to the intersection may be made to change the appearance of

the roadway.

At some locations, traff,rc engineers have installed a sign warning motorists on the stop-

controlled approach that traffic on the crossing street has no STOP sign. The need for and use of

supplemental signs to warn motorists that crossing traffic does not stop seems to have arisen and been

implemented at the "grass roots" level, not due to any centralized coordination.

There is currently no standard or uniform sign in the 1988 Manual on Unifurm Traffic Control

Devices MUfCq for notifuing motorists at a Z-way stop that the crossing street is not stop-

controlled. The ability of traffic engineers to innovate is restricted by the 1988 MWCD: Sec. 2B-4

prohibits the use of secondary messages on STOP sign faces. The presence of CrtO,Ll TRAFFIC

signs, on both state and local roadways in many states, strongly indicates that some traffic engineers

think a need exists which the MWCD does not currently address.

RELATED ISSUES

As previously alluded to, the installation of CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs as a

response to operational problems at Z-way stop-controlled intersections is related to other traffic

engineering countermeasures. Other traffic engineering responses to compliance or accident problems

at stop-controlled intersections include

f . installing ALL-WAY SIOP signs;

2. installing overhead flashing beacons;

3. installing flashing beacons on the STOP sign post;

4. installing STOP AHEAD, oversize STOP, multiple or redundant STOP, or other signs to get

drivers' attention;
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5. installing rumble strips to get drivers' attention.

The issue of drivers not fully complying with a STOP sign and proceeding into conflicts with cross

street traffic is part of a larger issue of STOP sign violation.

The use of all-way stop control is guided by the MUTCD. The 1988 MUTCD states "Any of

the following conditions may warrant a multiway STOP sign installation, " and proceeds to list

warrants, including the familiar "Minimum traffic volumes" warrant. Engineers confronted with an

elevated accident frequency at an intersection with volumes well below those warranting a multiway

STOP find themselves on the horns of a dilemma: they either install a multiway STOP and not

conform with the warrant, or do nothing and appear inactive in the face of the accident problem.

Beacons or other alternatives may not be employed because of budgetary constraints or the belief they

would be ineffective.

Some traffic control agencies install supplemental ALL-WAY plaques at all applicable

intersections. Others eschew the plaque under the belief that the plaque contributes to driver

"overconfidence;" i.e., if driver "A" approaches an intersection with an ALL-WAY plaque, and the

intersecting-roadway STOP sign is missing, then driver "A" is presumed to be more likely to stop and

then proceed in front of an oncoming vehicle on the cross road with the missing STOP sign, not

waiting for the crossing street vehicle to come to a stop before proceeding.

BACKGROI]ND SI]MMARY

Given the multiplicity of factors and perspectives coming into play, it is not surprising that

traff,tc engineers pursue varying responses to accident problems at STOP-controlled intersections. If
intersection accidents occur for a variety of reasons, then one given countermeasure may not be

effective at every location. The variety of traffic control devices employed at STOP-controlled

intersections does not contribute to uniformity and subsequent learning through repetition among

drivers. Research may lead to a better knowledge of driver understanding and response to various

intersection TCDs.
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CHAPTER 3

PROJECT METHODOLOGY

In order to investigate the status of attempts to warn motorists that traffic on the crossing

roadway is not required to stop, the following tasks were performed. On February 17, 1994, the

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) engineer with the revision file to the current MWCD

inspected his records and stated that he "does not know of any pending requests" about this type of

sign.

LITBRATI]RE REVIEW

Two sources were employed to identify relevant literature. Various FHWA and state traffic

engineers were asked if they were aware of technical papers on this topic, and the TRIS/HNS

database was queried.

INITIAL INTENSIVE EXTENT-OF.USAGE SURYEY

Because these CRO,S,S TRAFFIC signs apparently have come into use not as a result of a

centrally-coordinated effort, but rather as a result of localized actions in many jurisdictions, a survey

was prepared to gather information from disparate sources. The survey forms were mailed to:

1. FHWA regional offices (9);

2. state, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico departments of transportation-DOT (52);

3" Canadian provincial agencies (10); and

4. U. S. and Canadian local traffic engineering agencies (400).

The main purpose of the survey was to identify those agencies across the nation currently using these

signs. The survey also asked questions about related types of intersection traffic control. A copy of

the survey form is in Appendix B. Contact was also made with the author of Supplemental Advance

Warning Devices, NCHRP Synthesis 186 (2).

In addition to the direct-mail survey, additional requests were made through news-release

notices sent to

state municipal leagues (49),

technology transfer (T2) centers (51),

Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) district chapters (65), and

the National Association of County Engineers (NACE).
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These organizations were asked to insert notices requesting information in the publications they

distribute. Some of these organizations did choose to "run the story," and furnished complimentary

copies of the issue containing the request for information. An issue of the Urban Transportation

Monitor (16), a newspaper targeted at transportation professionals, also printed the request.

SLIBSEQUENT DETATLED SITRVBY

Through responses to the initial survey, a number of transportation agencies using CROSS

TRAFFIC signs were identified. The researchers made a more detailed request for information from a

sample of jurisdictions using these signs.

The aims of the detailed survey were to determine current practices, so the researchers could

document and evaluate user agency experiences with CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs. This

survey asked:

1. the location and number of devices in use;

2. what amelioration methods had been previously tried;

3. why and when the signs were initially installed;

4. for a description of device configuration, legend, placement, and presence of any additional

passive or active devices (such as flashers) used in conjunction with the signs;

5. what has been the experience with the sign;

6. had there been any opposition to or problems with the use of the sign;

7. had any local warrants for use of the sign been proposed or used?

A copy of the survey form is in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

The findings can be divided into three general categories. First, insight was gained from

related studies. Second, general information was compiled from the initial extent-of-usage survey

responses. Third, specific information was obtained during the intensive follow-up surveys.

LITERATTJRE REVIEW

The literature identified during the search can be grouped into two classes. Some falls into an

overall category of attempts to address violation of the stop control. A second category is the more

specific issue of altering the "direction" of,stop, either due to changing a multiway stop to a}-way

stop, or changing the direction required to stop at a 2-way stop.

The TRIS computerized database search did yield an abstract from a 1984 South African

research report (14) stating that a crossroads priority sign to warn side street traffic that cross traffic

has priority was tested. From opinion surveys and an experiment, it was concluded that the sign was

not effective and that a different system for converting 4-way to Z-way stop should be sought. Since

the report was listed as being written in Afrikaans, it was not obtained.

Fundamental Safety Issues

Persaud (12) exarnined the safety effect of converting intersections from one-street-stopped to

multiway stop-control. Five issues were considered.

1. Are safety measures more effective at locations where many accidents have occurred?

2. Does safety migrate (i.e., do accidents "go" somewhere else)?

3. Do traffic volumes play a role?

4. Does an acquaintance period help?

5. Does effectiveness decline as more sites are converted?

The data for this study was provided by Ebbecke in a thesis which contained data about the effects of

converting 222 intersections of one-way streets from one-street-stopped control to multiway stop-

control. These conversions were implemented in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from 1970to 1973. [n

examining the following issues, the percentage reduction in accidents was estimated for intersections

grouped in various ways according to the issue being addressed.
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Issue 1: Are safety measures mare ffictive where mnny accidents occur?

The belief that a safety measure is more effective at locations where many accidents occur than

at locations where few accidents occur is often reflected in warrants. For instance, one of the

conditions listed in the MUTCD as warranting a multiway stop sign is "An accident problem, as

indicated by five or more reported accidents of a type susceptible of correction by a multiway stop

installation in a 12-month period..." It has been suggested by researchers such as Hauer and Persaud

that laws of chance alone can cause accidents to decrease at sites where unusually large numbers of

accidents have occurred before a treatment or countermeasure was implemented. Conversely,

numbers of accidents may increase at sites with few or no "before" accidents; this phenomenon is

known as regression-to-the-mean. It is possible, therefore, to wrongly conclude on the basis of

simple before-and-after comparisons that a measure has been effective.

Analysis of the 222 converted intersections showed that the more accidents were expected to

occur at a site, the larger the safety effect of a measure is likely to be. This finding is also supported

by results obtained in a similar San Francisco study by Hauer, Lovell, and Persaud. An important

implication of this finding is that effectiveness should be specified by its relationship to expected

number of accidents rather than as a single accident reduction factor, as is currently the practice.

Issue 2: Does Safety Mtgrate?

This issue arises from a belief by some that an improvement in safety at a treated site leads to a

degradation in safety elsewhere in the neighborhood of that site. This phenomenon has been called

migration of safety (or "accident migration"). This study found that most of the accidents prevented

at the converted intersections had apparently migrated to the unconverted intersections. Persaud

offers three explanations for this result. First, drivers may have been compensating for the reduced

accident risk at the convefted intersections by being less cautious elsewhere. Second, it may be that

the accident increases at unconverted intersections were due to confused drivers who were uncertain

as to whether those intersections were converted as well. Finally, the apparent migration of safety

might have resulted from a redistribution of traffic as drivers sought to avoid the increased delay at

the multiway stops.

Issue 3: Do Traffic Volumes Play a Role?

A literature review indicated that a belief exists that the multiway stop conversion measure is

more effective when implemented on intersecting roads where the traffic volumes are nearly equal and

the total of these volumes is berween 6,000 and 12,000 vehicles per day (vpd). This belief is in part
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reflected by the MWCD. However, this study found no evidence that conversion of intersections to

multiway stop control was effective only for certain ranges of total entering volumes; neither was it

apparent that effectiveness depended on how this volume was split among the approaches.

Issue 4: Does an Acquaintance Period Help?

It is often claimed that it takes time for drivers to become acquainted with a change in traffic

control and therefore the initial period following conversion should be omitted from analysis of the

safety effect of the change. Effectiveness based upon an "after" period beginning six months after

conversion was compared with effectiveness estimates based on an "afiler" period commencing

immediately after conversion. It was concluded that even if it does take time for drivers to get used

to multiway stop conversions, safety is not reduced during this learning period.

Issue 5: Does Effectiveness Decline As More Sites Are Convened?

Ebbecke claimed that the safety effect decreased as more intersections were converted.

However, the regression-to-the-mean effects were not eliminated from Ebbecke's study. Persaud

asserted that his analysis of the 222 intersections did not support the claim that effectiveness decreased

as multiway stop control proliferated in the area.

STOP Compliance and Accidents

Traffic engineers are aware that motorists do not always fully obey traffic control devices. A

study (13) to investigate why drivers violate stop controls found over a third of both "typical" drivers

and chronic violators stated they did so because cross-street volumes were low. Field studies of

31,212 vehicles over 528 hours of observations made at 142 sites found a 67 .6% violation rate, with

1.3% resulting in a traffic conflict. Accident and compliance data were collected for 75 stop

controlled intersections, and the 75 were divided into low, medium, and high accident categories.

The higher accident group was found to have higher approach volumes and speeds than the lower

accident group. An analysis of "study" or approach street speed limits, volumes, and accidents found

the relationships shown in Table 4.1 to be statistically significant.

An analysis on intersection control was conducted with data from 71 intersections in four large

metropolitan areas (6). For accidents involving vehicles on the stop-controlled (2-way) or the lower

volume approach (4-way), the average daily traffic on the cross street and on the approach showed a

significant direct effect 0n accidents at intersections under Z-way and 4-way stop control. Sight

distance and speed of vehicles on the approach also had a significant effect on accident experience.
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TABLE 4.1- -- Approach Speeds, Volumes, and Accidents

Accident Level-s Mean Speed on
"Through"
Approach
km/hr (mph)

Mean Vol-ume on
"Throughtr
Approach
veh/hr

Low (0 accidents)
Medium (2-6 accidents)
High (7-13 accidenrs)

40
45
50

(2s.0)
(28.2)
(31.0)

16
59

L23

A study (11) of STOP sign violation rates over a range of major roadway volumes under

6000 found that as major road volume increased, violation rates decreased. One explanation of this

is that the higher volume roadways offer an obvious reason for side road vehicles to stop: through

road traffic is more often present near the intersection.

Effects of Other Control Device Options

In a study of 61 rural intersections in Indiana, Van Maren (15) concluded that the accident

rate decreased as the size of the minor rcad STOP sign increased.

Traffic signals operating in the flashing mode act similar to 2-way or all-way stop-controlled

intersections. At some intersections controlled by STOP signs, flashing beacons are used to

supplement the signs. A Texas A&M research project (4) both reviewed others'research and

performed their own analysis of accidents at intersections with signals operated in the flashing

mode. The analysis supported what others had previously concluded: in urban situations, flashing

operations are associated with an increase in angle accidents and in the severity of accidents.

Soloman (15) studied a number of intersections where red/amber flashers and traffic control

signals had been installed. He found that intersection accident rates (accidents per million vehicles)

generally went down when flashers were installed. The effects of flashers were more pronounced

at low volume intersections. Accident rates increased when traffic control signals were installed at

low volume, uncomplicated intersections, but decreased at higher volume or complex intersections.

Agent (1) examined 65 rural high-speed, at-grade intersections in Kentucky. Intersection

type and geometric, speed limit, right-of-way control, lighting, raised channelization, pavement

markings, number of lanes, sight distance, signing, and traffic signal information were obtained

through site visits. The information from the site visit and the accident history for each

intersection were tabulated. Several intersections were on bypasses. The speed limit on the major

intersecting roadway was 89 km/hr (55 mph) at 49 locations and 72 kmlhr (a5 mph) at 16 locations
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A summary of the types of STOP signing used was compiled. Of the several sign

combinations that were used, the most prevalent was a single 1.2 m (48 in) sign. In addition to

the usual groundmounted location, some STOP signs were placed overhead, and some in barrels

placed on the pavement. Two intersections that had Z-way stop control used a CROSS TRAFFIC

DOES NOT STOP plate in conjunction with the ,STOP sign.

Intersection beacons had been added to STOP sign control at 11 locations. There were

decreases in accidents at seven of the locations and increases at four locations. The overall

accident rate decreased from 1.1 to 1.0 accidents per million vehicles (acclmv) where an

intersection beacon was added.

Of the 16 locations where a traffic signal had replaced a STOP sign, an equal number of

locations experienced decreases and increases in accidents. Four intersections experienced a

statistically significant increase, compared to three with a statistically significant decrease.

Among the 20 locations at which a STOP sign with an intersection beacon was replaced with

a trafFtc signal, accidents decreased at 12 locations, increased atT locations, and remained the same

at 1 location. The overall accident rate decreased from 1.4 to 1.1 acclmv when a traffic signal

replaced a STOP sign with an intersection beacon.

At locations not controlled by a traffic signal, accidents often involved the side-street vehicle

pulling into the path of a through vehicle. The most cofirmon explanation given was that the side-

street driver, after stopping, did not observe the approaching through vehicle (although sight

distance was good in the majority of accidents). The second most common occurrence was that the

side-street vehicle failed to stop. Other statements given by the drivers of side-street vehicles

included the following: thought the intersection was a 4-way stop, thought the through vehicle was

going to turn, or saw the through vehicle but misjudged the time available.

Alternative Warrants for All-Way Stop-Control

A discussion of intersection control problems is not complete without questioning the existing

MUTCD warrants for conversion to all-way stop control. Intersection control warrants are heavily

influenced by traffic delay associated with the particular control strategy. Although the topic of

intersection delay falls outside the scope of this repoft, one such study was reviewed to provide an

illustrative example of alternative warrants that could be considered.

ke and Vodrazka (5) evaluated the traffirc delay at seven stop-controlled intersections. It
was observed that delays began to increase very rapidly at 2-way stop-controlled intersections when

l5-minute total volumes on all approaches began to approach 200 to 250 vehicles. At 4-way stops,
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delays began to increase at total volumes of 300 vehicles per 15 minutes on all approaches" For a

given intersection, Z-way stop control produced higher average delay per stopped vehicle, but total

delay per vehicle was greater at 4-way stop intersections. The model for total vehicle seconds of

delay per 15 minute interval at 4-way stop intersections,

total delay : y : t 18.95 + O.OOOM * f
where x is the total vehicle volume per 15 minute interval, was very consistent with an R2 of

0.984. This model was developed with input from five intersections, two with four lanes verses

two lanes and three with all approaches having four lanes.

Since the total delay at 4-way stops is greater than at Z-way stops for a range of volumes, it

was recommended that warrants for 4-way stops should limit the average delay per stopped vehicle

rather than total delay. An average delay of 30 seconds per stopped vehicle was suggested, along

with a maximum average intersection volume for 2-way operation of 750 to 800 vehicles per hour

(vph), allrd a 30% reduction of table values when major street 85th percentile speeds exceed 40

mph. Depending upon how much delay is considered tolerable and degree of intersection peaking,

the authors stated 4-way stop control was warranted with intersection volumes of from 400 to 1000

vehicles per hour (see Table 4.2).

Using CROSS ?RztFFfC Signs

Literature does contain a few references to the use of CROSS TRAFFIC signs. An ITE-

section newsletter (3) briefly mentions the use of CftOSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signing as

part of an evaluation of changing stop control patterns at 14 Kansas state highway intersections. A

three-year before-and-after comparison of accidents was made. The five intersections changed from

Z-way to 4-way control had accidents drop from 45 to three. Changes from 4-way to Z-way at two

intersections resulted in going from ten accidents to four accidents. Reversal of stop control

resulted in little change in the number of accidents.

NCHRP Synthesis 186, Supplemental Advance Warning Devices (2), presented responses

from a nationwide survey of many supplemental sign types. Published in 1993, the report listed

seven variations of signs attempting to warn motorists at a STOP sign that traffic from one or more

conflicting directions does not stop. Four states, three counties, and three cities (L6% of the

survey) responded that they used a variant of this control device. Documentation of the

background or effectiveness of CROSS TRAFFIC signs was outside the scope of the report.
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TABLE 4-2 -- Volume Warrants for 4-way Stop-Sign Installation

Minimum Four-Hour Average fntersection Vofumes
for Average Delay per Stopped Vehicle of

Peak- Period
Factor 20 sec 30 sec 35 sec

Peak-Hour FacLor = 0.75-0.80

0.60
0 .70
0.80
0.90

525
625
700
800

500
700
800
900

400
475
550
52s

Peak-Hour Factor = 0.80-0.85

0.50
0.70
0.80
0.90

425
500
575
5s0

550
550
750
850

525
750
8s0
9s0

Peak-Hour Factor = 0.85-0.90

0.50
0.70
0.80
0.90

450
550
625
700

500
700
800
900

575
800
900

1000

Notes: (1) An average delay of 30 seconds per stopped vehicle is recommended
for genera1 use.

(2) Intersection volumes are all-approach totaLs.
(3) Major-minor fl-ow ratios from 80/20 to 50/40 are included.
(4) Maximum hourly vo1ume for 2-way operation is 800 vehlcles per

hour (four-hour average) .

(5) The peak period factor is analogous to the peak hour factor: t.he
peak period factor refaEes the maximum hourl-y intersection flow
to the average hourly flow over the four hour period. Peak-
period factor equals the average hourly volume for four hours
divided by the maximum-hour vol-ume.
ppF = X hourly volume for 4 peak hrs / I S * max. hourly volume)
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The CAUTION, CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs were the focus of a study (Z &
9) for the conversion of unwarranted multiway stop-controlled intersections to less restrictive forms

of control. The objectives of this study were to develop and test procedures for converting

multiway stop-controlled intersections to Z-way stop-controlled intersections, and to document the

safety effects of converting multiway stop-controls to 2-way controls. Recommended procedures

reflect empirical data collected from 170 intersections in over 30 jurisdictions throughout the U.S.

The resulting reports stressed the importance of using supplemental plates at all-way stop

intersections, to fix in the driver's mind that all directions are supposed to stop; the absence of

these plates could lead to driver confusion or uncertainty. If a supplemental ALL-WAI plaque has

not been used, it was recommended that one be installed at least 30 days prior to conversion. The

idea of adding 2-WAY plaque after conversion was rejected, because the absence of a plaque should

imply 2-way stop control.

The authors stated, "The first month immediately after the conversion is the most critical

period for accident increase. Drivers who had traveled through the intersection frequently when

under a multiway control expect the opposing traffic to stop. Even after the conversion, this

expectation can linger. If accidents do increase, there is a concentration of accidents within the

first month.

"The use of supplemental signs is intended to overcome this expectation. By advising

motorists that in the future the conversion will take place at a certain time, and after the conversion

has taken place warning motorists on the stop-controlled approaches that the other approaches do

not require a stop, it is hoped that motorists will quickly adapt to the new system.

"In regard to the effect of supplementary signs, the results of the analysis were conflicting.

On the one hand, where signs were used, there was a greater percentage of sites where accidents

decreased, and, overall, there was a smaller percentage increase in accidents compared with sites

without signs. However, what cannot be determined is what further increase in accidents might

have occurred if the signs had not been used."

To test warning and information signs and advance notice signs, several alternative warning

signs were considered. Seven different sign messages were formulated for a preliminary study on a

test group of 30 participants from the University of Maryland. As a result of this preliminary

preference test, four more signs were fabricated by the Baltimore Department of Transit and

Traffrc. These signs formed the basis for a study which included a test to determine the subject's

interpretation of sign meaning, a ranking of the signs based on preference, and an opportunity for
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the subjects to provide comments and suggestions. The test group, consisting of 225 subjects, was

reviewed based on age and sex to determine that there was a representative sample.

Results of the sign meaning test were almost identical with the results of the preference test.

Of the 11 signs, the black CAUTION sign on yellow background separated from the black message

on white background (CfiOSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP) was the top candidate as a

supplementary sign for safe removal of multiway .SIOP signs. The same top portion reading

CAUUON with the bottom message NO LONGER 4-WAY STOP was a close second preference.

There are three phases to the removal of multiway STOP signs (8): the preconversion phase,

the actual conversion phase, and the postconversion phase. It was recommended that during the

preconversion phase, traffic authorities should conduct traffic engineering studies to determine what

type of intersection control is desirable; secure approval for STOP sign removals; publicize planned

multiway stop intersection conversions; post notice signs with the conversion date mounted adjacent

to the STOP signs (rwo supplementary warning signs were recommended); install a STOP AHEAD

on the remaining stopped-approach; and install necessary pavement markings (including stop lines).

Conversion phase tasks included removing obsolete pavement markings, removing any

intersection sight obstructions, and then changing the signs. Prior to the morning rush, authorities

should remove the signs with the notification date on the side s(eet and replace them with

CAUTION-CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs, and install large STOP signs. It was

suggested that the supplementary plates used for preconversion notice be replaced by a specific

supplementary sign consisting of a top band (610 mm x 152 mm, or 24 in x 6 in) reading

CAUUON in black letters on yellow background and a bottom portion reading CRO,9S TRAFFIC

DOES NOT STOP in black letters on white background. The overall sign dimensions are 610 mm

x 457 mm (24 in x 18 in) and the lettering height is 102 mm (4 in). It was also recommended

that the surface be reflective sheeting.

In the postconversion phase, authorities should conduct traffic engineering studies, request

police enforcement, and eventually remove the CROSS TRAFFIC signs. It was recommended that

the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices consider the two notice signs and the

warning sign for inclusion in the MWCD.

RESPONSES TO INITIAL INTENSIVE EXTENT.OF-USAGE SURVEY

Transportation professionals expressed a wide range of opinions about the use of TCDs

warning minor road drivers that major road traffic is not required to stop (referred to as CROSS

TRAFFIC signs). Some were for them and some were against them.
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With any mail-response survey, there is a possibility that some self-selection takes place in

forming the pool of responses; those traff,rc agencies that are more aggressive or progressive, or

those that had experienced problems with the issues being addressed by the survey may be more

likely to respond than others.

Table 4.3 presents the mail-response totals from the initial extent-of-use survey. Since the

survey included some questions not a part of this study, parts of the survey are not included in the

table. Most of the over 300 respondents did use supplemental ALL-WAY or 4-WAY plaques. About

half used intersection beacons, while about 1i3 used sroP sign beacons.

It is supposed that intersections where one approach had a YIELD sign while another

approach had the right-of-way to make a 90o movement are less likely to conform to patterns

expected by drivers at intersections, and therefore drivers would need to be more alert to determine

which movements had right-of-way priority over theirs. Over ll4 responded they did have this

type of intersection.

About 40% indicated they did use supplemental STOP sign control devices at or in advance

of the intersection to warn motorists they were at a 2-way stop, not an all-way stop. Among those

responding, states in the upper midwest and in the far west more often reported using the signs.

Comments from Those Opposing the Sign

Some opposed the use of CROSS IR 4FFIC signs. Objections expressed included the

following.

1. Currently-standard signing methods were adequate.

2. It was the driver's responsibility to observe combinations of STOP signs and the presence or

absence of any supplementary ALL-WAY plaques, and consequences will fall upon those who

fail to do this.

3. Driver misinterpretations arising from incorrect assumptions were the fault of the driver.

4. The CROSS TRAFFIC signs are not a MUTCD-standard sign.
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TABLE 4.3

SUM

Alabama
AIaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Col-orado
Connecticut
Del-aware
D. C.
Florida
Georgia
Hawai i
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
lowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louislana
Maine
Maryland
MaSSaChUSeTTS
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New ,Jersey
New Mexico
New York
N. Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
S. Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
W. Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Canada

-- Summary of Responses to Initial Survey

# Oo you have... Do you have Do you have
of plaques int. STOP right angle supplemental

responses beacons sign control CROSS TRAFFICotu"ot" ,"" *o "*33" ot*3to"

4
0
a

U

51
6
4
1
1

24
5
z
1
7
1

4
1
3
1
4
1
5

13
2
1
2
1
1
1
3
3
9
7
t-

10
3
6
z
1
z
1
6

30
1
2
3

11
0
6
1

27

4
0
B

I
42

6
4
l"
1

24
5
z
1
7
l"
4
4
1

3
1
4
0
5

r_3

2
1
z
1
1
1
2
3
9
7
1

10
3
5
2
t_

2
1
6

29
l-
2
3

11
0
6
1

25

4
0
2
3
2
1
4
0
0
8
6
1
1
2
0
z
1
1

3
1
3
1
3

1

0
2
0
1
1
2
2
5
5
1
5
3
5
1
1
2
1
6
5
1
1
3
4
0

1

6

1

1

2

1

1

z
U

1

0
11

3
0
0
U

10
6
n

1

0
0
2
z
0
1
L
1
0
1
5
1

1

0
1
1
0
1
1
3
4
1
1
1
3
0
0
1
1
1

22
1
1
1

5
0
4
1

19

1
n

3
7

L1
2
1
0
0
4
0
0
1
0
0
2
3
1
2

3
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
n

1
1
1
3
2
0
3
2
1
0
1
1
0
4
5
1
0
3
5
0
L
U

6

4
0
3
5

2B
6
2
1
1

14
5
2
1

0
1
U

2
0
z
1
1
1
2
1
1

0
1
0
0
1

3
3
I
4
1
3
1

2
1

0
1

l7
1
2
3
7
0
1
0

20

1

0
5
1

40
4
3
l-
1

20
5
z
0
7
1
z
L

0
1
1
1
1
5
o

1
1
2
1
1
n

2
2
6
5
1
7
1
5
2
0
l_

1
1

24
0
2
0
6
0
5
1

20

0
0
5
3

23
0
z
U

0
r_0

1
0
0
7
0
4
2
1
1
0
3
0
3

t2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

3
0
7
2
4
0
0
n

1
5

13
0
0
0
4
0
4
1
5

3 03 288 1"87 ]-24 87 2L0

Some respondents did not respond to all questionsNOTE:

]-32 158
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One state rejected a request to install such a sign because so doing would create an

undesirable set of driver assumptions. Currently, the presence of ALL-WAI supplemental signs

implies that cross traffic is supposed to stop; tlerefore, a driver should infer the absence of such a

sign to mean that cross traffic does not stop. Introducing a CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

sign would reverse the situation. In the absence of a CRO,SS TRAFFIC sign, the driver could

logically assume the cross street was supposed to stop; this could be a dangerous assumption.

Another state agency also opposed using the signs, stating "using other unconventional and non-

standard signs...could lead to liability problems..."

A Canadian city responded "...At all-way stop-controlled intersections a red 3-WAY or 4
WAY tab is installed under each STOP sign...[it] is unambiguous to motorists and cost-effective...

If some locations have a CRO,S,! TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP sign and others do not, then

motorists would be confused."."

It was reported from three disparate sources (midwest, south, and northwest U.S.) that there

had been instances of drivers misunderstanding the CROS,S TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP sign,

thinking it meant that traffic crossing (i.e, the driver reading the sign) did not need to stop. It is

not known whether these misunderstandings actually happened, or if these reports are of the same

nature as what sociologists refer to as "urban myths." One of the three persons reporting this

misunderstanding doubted that it actually happened.

Comments from Those Using the Signs

The comments made by those who have experiences with CRO,i.S TRAFFIC signs range from

enthusiastic to reserved. The following respondents include both state and local transportation

professionals.

ARIZONA

"Some motorists facing a flashing yellow do a rolling stop, are not sure what is expected of them. "

CALIFORNIA

"...We use the signs sparingly..."

ILLINOIS

"We do use such a sign...in one certain location.".concern started about 10 years ago when a north

bound grain truck ran the STOP sign and was struck...she was killed. The driver of the

grain truck was a local resident and familiar with the intersection. He made a rolling

stop... "
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"The accident rates have gone down, however, where the sign is used; rumble strips were also

installed with other improvements... "

"The general judgement on when to install the sign is when the accident pattern at an intersection

suggests that drivers are confused that cross traffic does not stop..."

IOWA

"People...[were] not even reading the CROSS TRAFFIC...[this issue] is a concern I've had for

some time... Would not have as much a problem using them [CROSS TRAFFIC signs] if
they were standardized... Perhaps make the supplemental 3-WAY or 4-WAY panels a

different color or shape - perhaps smaller octagon. I think CROSS TRAFFIC signs have not

been too effective... "

KANSAS

"Changes in stop control were not the only modifications made... Other measures...included

adding sign mounted beacons, CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs, changing lenses in

existing overhead beacons and installing STOP AHEAD signs.. ." (3).

LOUISIANA

The problem of drivers incorrectly assuming an all-way stop is "perhaps due to overuse of

multiway stops, and not using supplemental plates at all-way stops... [this] has contributed

to driver de-education. "

MICHIGAN

"...Intersections...tend to be one mile apart... It was our theory that the eastbound driver made the

assumption that because the two previous intersections were 4-way stops, this intersection

was also a 4-way stop..."

"When [we] first started using the signs, installed them in advance; later changed to installing them

on the same post... [It] is more effective to have sign on the STOP sign post..." [Note: this

is based on subjective experience and comments from police who investigated accidents, not

an analysis of data.l

"Some people totally miss the STOP sign, even with STOP AHEAD"

NEBRASKA

"...In my district...the signs worked well..."

NEW MEXICO

"TRAFFIC FROM WEST DOES NOT STOP bothers me, since many drivers can't distinguish up

from down, let alone west from east... "
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OHIO

"One reason the sign is erected is to address a failure to yield situation..."

WISCONSIN

"Our practice has been to add them at locations where we have experienced an unusual number of

right-angle accidents, especially at locations with good visibility and where it appears that the

4-way stop halo effect was a contributing factor. Another practice...is...to relocate all signs

on the cross street... perhaps drivers see sign posts on the cross street, assume they are stop

signs and pull out in front of oncoming traffrc..."

Examples of Sign Use

A number of photographs and drawings of CROS^S TRAFFIC variations were submitted.

Those included in this report were selected to show the wide range of legends that exist.

A few variations of the sign included arrows along with a word legend. Some versions used

a single left-right line with arrowheads on both ends; others employed two separate arrows, one in

each (i.e., left and right) direction. Some of the CRO.IS TRAFFIC sign legend variations reported

are listed below.

CAUTON - CRO,SS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP (used by Ligon et al. in FHWA report)

NOTICE: CRO,SS ST. TRAFFIC WILL NOT STOP effective date (for 4-WAY removal)

CRO^SS ROAD (or STREET) TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

CROS^S TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

WATCH FOR CROSS TRAFFIC

WATCH FOR THRU TRAFFIC

WATCH OPPOSING TRAFFIC

ALL TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

SIDE STREET TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

THRU TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

YOU STOP, THEY DO NOT....on other street THEY STOP, YOU DO NOT

name of road NO LONGER STOPS

name of road TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

name road DOES NOT STOP

TRAFFIC ON name of road DOES NOT STOP

TRAFFIC FROM N, S, E, W direction DOES NOT STOP

TRAFFIC FROM left or ripht DOES NOT STOP

ONCOMING TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

YIELD TO ALL ONCOMING TRAFFIC

OPPOSING LEFT TURN TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP



ACCESS ROAD TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

UPHIIL TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

TWO WAY, THREE WAY

CAUNON 3-WAY

NOT A 4-WAY STOP

STOP AHEAD

Photographs representative of those submitted are shown in Figure 4.1. The signs found in

Arkansas are in Figure 4.2. The photos are grouped into

1. CftOSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP variations,

2. variations notifying that traffic from one direction does not stop, and

3. "others. "

They are from Arkansas, California, Colorado, Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, New Mexico,

Oklahoma, Texas, and Washington. One submitter had dated his photo '1978".

Warrants for Use of Sign

A respondent from one state sent a copy of a CROSS TRAFFIC sign warrant from the state

traffic manual.

ILLINOIS WARRANT:

CItOSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP sign (R1J100). This sign may be used at two-way stop

or T intersections where accident records indicate a significant number of accidents involving

drivers stopping at the STOP sign and pulling into the path of cross traffic. Use of this sign

should be restricted to locations where an engineering study indicates a need for it. The sign

shall be rectangular with a red legend and border on a white background, an should be

mounted directly beneath the ,IIOP sign.

(Note: the tllinois sign is 762 mm x 457 mm (30 in x 18 in), and includes left- and right-pointing

arrows.)
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RESPONSES TO ST'BSEQI'ENT DBTAILED SI,'RVEY

The responses to the initial survey helped identifu a number of transportation agencies using

CROSS TRAFFIC signs. The researchers selected agencies for the subsequent survey based on the

number of signs reported and on geographical distribution. The researchers then conducted a

telephone survey to obtain additional information about current practices and to identify sources of

before-and-after accident data. A partial summary of responses to the follow-up telephone survey is

presented in Figure 4.3.

Why CROSS TRAFFIC Signs Have Been Used

Respondents to the subsequent detailed survey described a number of scenarios that have led

to the installation of CROS,S TRAFFIC DOES NOI ^SIOP signs. The identified situations or

reasons given for use of these TCDs can be grouped into three general categories.

Category 1: Changing the assignment of right-of-way

1. converting an all-way to a 2-way stop

2. switching the direction that has to stop at an existing 2-way stop

Category 2: Unexpected or uncommon geometric/operational characteristics

3. one or more uphill intersection approaches where traffrc is not required to stop because

it is difficult to make an uphill start in snow and ice after stopping

4. due to the opening of a new roadway, an existing T-intersection was converted to a 4-

leg intersection

5. the presence of a railroad grade crossing on one of the intersection approaches makes it

undesirable to have that approach stop, while traffic conditions dictate that all other

intersection approaches do stop

Category 3: Driver behavior

6. driver misperception at a Z-way stop that the through road also has a ,l?OP when in

fact it does not have a STOP

7. observed disregard of an existing ,STOP sign

Although common threads link all given reasons for installing the signs, each reason reflects a

different set of circumstances.
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CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP St.udy: 45 separate responses some did not res -d
to all quescions; some questions elicited multiple responses

1 Estimate the number of signs or locations where
STOP or similar sign is being used"

ThE CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT

the problem been tried before the CROSS
installed? If "YESil, what was tried?

t'sma1l number'r: 1

Had any other methods
TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP

1-5: '7 6-t0z 7 LI-20: 9 >20: 5

2 What problem are you t.rying to address with the CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP
signs?

12 converting a four-way to a t.wo-way STOP
L2 an existing two-way STOP where switching the direct.ion that has to

stop
31 driver misperception on a two-way that the through road also has a

STOP when in fact it does not have a STOP
2 one or more uphi11 int.ersecEion approaches where traffic not required

to STOP because is difficult to drive in snow and ice
5 something peculiar or unique with intersection, odd geometrics
5 observed disregard of exi-sting STOP sign(s)

15 other

3 to address
signs were

6

7

5

3

24 YES

double
advance
flags
rumbl-e

l7 NO

STOP signs
STOP AHEAD

strips

1 DON'T KNOW

larger STOP sign(s)
stop lines on pavement
f lashers,/beacons
other

9

2

7

13

4. How did you f ind out about t.his sign?

2l don't know; or before my time
5 (on1y for City or County) from our State/Province DOT
3 (only for State/Province DOT) from a City or County

15 saw them used somewhere else,/read about them,/heard about them
4 other

(a) Estimate when the signs were init.ially instal-Ied (for how long have
the signs been used) ?

13 do not know 6 I970s 15 l-98 0s

5

FIGURE 4.3 Responses to Subsequent Detailed Survey

11 1990s



Describe the device configuration:
(a) legend: ---> 10 if sign also

33 CROSS TRAFFTC/...FROM LEFT/...FROM RrcHT DOES
6 CROSS STREET (oT ROAD) DOES NOT STOP
O CROSS STREET (oT RO/TD) TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP
3 name of street (TRAFTIC) DOES NOT STOP

1-2 other

28 NO; usually use just sign alone
11 flashers,/beacons 2
3 STOP AHEAD signs 1
2 flags 2

31

has arrows, please check

NOT STOP

7

(b) cof ors:

24 black let.ters on white background
11 black l-ett.ers on ye1Iow background
3 black letters on white+ye11ow background
3 red 1etters on white background
2 white lett.ers on red background
1 other

(c) placement:

42 on STOP sign pole
2 other

3 in advance of STOP sign

Have any additional passive or active devices been used in conjunction with
the signs?

rumble strlps
st.op lines on pavement
other

B Were there any sight
are instal-1ed?

di-stance or other problems at site(s) where sign(s)

11 YES 29 NO 4 DON'T KNOW

9. what has been the experience with/effectiveness of the CROSS TRAFFrC...sign?

19 improved situation 11 prevented,/reduced accidents
6 no change/no improvement. 1L don, t know
3 other

(b) Has there been any opposition to or problem with the use of the slgn?

6 YES 40 NO

1 concern that it i_s not
2 driver confusion

O DON'T KNOW

a standard sign

FIGURE 4.3 (con't) Responses to Subsequent Detailed Survey
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Accident Experiences with the CROSS fftlrppl( $ig6

A few respondents were able to furnish details about accident experiences with the sign. The

degree of detail offered by the respondents varied. Some information furnished was thoroughly

documented, while at the other end of the spectrum, some was anecdotal. Although it would have

been desirable to get more detail from some of the respondents, the researchers were reluctant to

ask for more than what was offered, since all but the Arkansas data was being furnished as a

courtesy.

Arkansas

The survey found the following uses of CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP or similar-

purpose traffic control devices in Arkansas.

Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department

SH 25 @ SH 110 -- east of Heber Springs (has been changed to all-way stop)

US 64 @ SH 5 - south of El Paso

SH 4 @ SH 15-- south of Warren

US 49 @ US 79 -- west of Monroe

Hot Springs -- one location, now convefted to all-way stop

Jonesboro -- a number of intersections

Little Rock -- used on a temporary basis; none in use when inquiry made

Lonoke -- two intersections

North Little Rock -- a number of intersections

The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department supplied individual accident reports

for the four state-system intersections. The more recent reports included copies of statements

written by the driver in violation of the STOP sign. Table 4.4 presents a comparison of accidents

per month (acclmo) at these four intersections before and after the CRO^IS TRAFFIC signs were

installed. Table 4.5 summarizes the effects of the signs at each of the four intersections. One

intersection was a T-intersection before the signs were installed, as the fourth leg was still under

construction. At another location, the signs were installed on a newly-opened roadway, so there is

no "before" period.

Beginning with 1991 accident reports, it became more common to encounter driver-comment

forms attached to the police report, although prior to then the officer sometimes included victims'

comments. Because the driver-comment sheets began to appear with the accident reports about the

time the CROSS TRAFFIC signs were installed, there may be a greater decrease in driver
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misperception about the intersection being 4-way or the stop-driver not seeing the through vehicle

than what appears in the data.

The experiences varied among the intersections. At some locations the installation of the

signs was accompanied with reduced numbers of accidents, while at Ark 110-Ark 25, the number

increased. It should be noted that at Ark 110-Ark 25, the bypass route stops for the radial route,

and the "before" period involved a T-intersection while the "after" period involved a 4-leg

intersection. At Ark 4-Ark 15, the lower volume bypass has the right-of-way over the higher

volume radial route. In addition, the Ark 4-Ark 15 intersection is within the limits of

urbanization, while Ark 110-Ark 25 is surrounded by undeveloped land.

At all but the Ark 110--Ark 25 intersection, accidents with a through vehicle coming from

the right of the stopped vehicle are highly overrepresented. This, combined with driver statements

about "not seeing the oncoming vehicle" suggest that a part of the problem is not driver

misperception about right-of-way but rather the drivers are looking for but not seeing oncoming

vehicles.

The presence of flashing beacons had a negative effect in one instance. A driver involved in

an accident after the signs had been installed thought the intersection had all-way stop control

because of the flashing lights.

Statewide average intersection accident rates were not available. The "after" accident rates at

these intersections could be compared with rates at other intersections having similar volumes and

environments to determine whether the "after" accident rates at the three locations with CRO^I,S

TRAFFIC signs were lower than those at intersections without the sign treatment.

Florida

A Florida city furnished before-and-after accident diagrams at an intersection where an

unneeded traffic signal had been removed and converted to a 2-way stop. In a 19 month period

before the sign was installed, there were 13 right angle intersection accidents, or 0.68 accidents per

month. In the before period, 4 of the accidents occurred in the first 3 months; disregarding these

accidents, there were 9 accidents in 16 months, or 0.56 accidents per month. In a 26 month

"after" period, there were 7 right angle intersection accidents, or 0.27 accidents per month.
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Another Florida city had "informal" data. Where a 4-way stop had been converted to 2-

way, they experienced 2 accidents. After installing CROSS TRAFFIC signs, no accidents occurred.

A former Florida engineer recalled that a city "had a lot of right angle accidents where

motorists were confusing 2-way for a 4-way." After installing CRO.IS TRAFFIC signs, accidents

dropped from 14 per year to 2 per yeu.

Idaho

An Idaho county reported the use of TRAFFIC FROM RIGI'IT DOES NOT STOP at a 4-leg

intersection. Most of the intersection traffic follows a WB-to-SB or a NB-to-EB route. There had

been ,SIOP signs for only EB and SB vehicles, as shown in Figure 4.4. An increase in NB traffic

proceeding straight through (or north) led to the addition of a STOP sign for NB traffic along with

the TRAFFIC FROM RIGHT DOES NOT STOP sign.

N
 

Dead-end

maj or
traffic
flow

added sign

FIGURE 4.4 - - Idaho Intersection

According to the county engineer, there were no recorded accidents at the intersection either

prior to or after installation of the sign. After the sign was installed, NB drivers initially resisted

stopping, but that tendency has ceased. Local drivers have reported they initially resented the sign

but have witnessed situations where the sign prevented collisions.

Indiana

The accident summaries at a number of intersections in a county with signs to warn drivers

on a stop-controlled approach that the crossing approach does not stop are in Table 4.6. This data

r

I

I

I

J
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seems to suggest that conversion to 4-way stop or signal installation is more effective in reducing

intersection accidents that the use of CftOSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP or similar signs.

However, the notes accompanying the original'data stating some intersections had been signalized

or had been annexed into the city suggest that traffic volume growth could be playing a part in the

rising accident frequencies exhibited at a number of these intersections. Given the extended

duration of this data, it is likely that volumes rose over the time period presented.

TABLE 4.6 - - Comparison of Indiana Before and Aft.er Accident Data

UBEFOREtr Period UAFTERn Period
Install CROSS signs

SUBSEQUENT CHANGE

CROSS signs removed

Begin
Date

# Acc/
MoS. Mo

!It
ACC

Begin #
Date Acc

##
MoS

Acc/
Mo

Begin
Date ACC

#
Mos

ACC/
Mo

GROUP UAtr changed to 4-way

#1
#z
#3
#s
#s
#6

01 / 0t /77
ot / o1/77
01" / 01, /77
0t / 01, /77
0!/ 0t /77
0r/fi/77

]-25
124

35
"t

53

168
]-32
l_ 18
L24
]23
72r

0.74
0.94
0.30
0.05
0.19
0.44

22
57
34

9

24
31

42.5
59.5
54 .3
86.1
78.4
43.0

n E1

n a,
0.53
0.10
0.31
0.72

0.20
0.21-
0.09
0.20
0.07
0.77

5

4

3

8

5

2

0\/L7 /9a
07/1,5/88
\t /12 / 86
a5/2e/87
04 /21 / 87
02/06/87

oB/02/e4
1,1, / 0r-/ e3
05/24/et
08/02/e4
t7/01/93
0e/06/eo

1

3

1

1

1
o

5

1,4

43
5

.U

.U

.3

.0

a

1,4

51

GROUP 'B" Installed Traffic Signal

# 7 01,/01,/77 25 LL8.3 0.22 tt/L2/85 38 43.5 Q -87 O7 /Ot/90 8 s4. O O.1s

GROUP'Ctr no change

#B
#9
#10
# rr
#tz
#13
#tq

0t / 01, /77
07/0:-/77
01 / 01 /77
0t / 0L /77
07/ot/77
fi/oa/77
07/ot/77

0.06
0.25
0.06
0.09
0.08
0.03
0.00

t4 84.07
27 703.4
10 84.07

1, 2]-.26
7 82.99
l- 51.91
0 92.62

0.17
0.26
0.1-2
0"0s
0.08
0 .02
0.00

I 131.9
29 L12.5
B 131.9

t8 ]-94 -7
11 133.0
5 154.1
0 L23.4

1.2/30/87
0s /22 / 85
12/30/87
03 /25 / e3
02/07/88
0e/04/e0
04/]-4/87

SUMMARY

GROUPS A & B

GROUP C
ALL 3 GROUPS

394 907.2 0.43
79 99t.5 0.08

473 1"899 0.25

2L5 41-7 -5 0-s1
60 520 -3 0 -L2

275 937 .B 0 -29

27 t87 .2 0.14
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Michigan

One Michigan county conducts an accident analysis at all intersections appearing on the

annual listing as having five or more accidents per year. At one intersection, an E-W road with

3000 ADT (1995) stops for a major N-S road with 5200 ADT (1995). The CAUTION CROS^!

ROAD I:RAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs were installed on the E-W road in December 1993.

Table 4.7 repofts the accident totals.

TABLE 4.7 - - Michigan Accident Data

Year
L 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 8.9

l_98s 1985 1987 1988 1989 1990 t99t 1,992 ]-993
part.

9 10 10.3
t993 ]-994 L995
part part
<--- after --->

all- accidents
right angle

# of months
rt. ang. acc/yr

# of months
rt. ang. acc/yr

# of months
rt . ang. acc/yr

3

3

5

5

3

2

11
10

9

5

0

0

5

4

5

4

2

1

7
c

9

4

3

z

1-07

4.6 3"5

3.5

3.5

4.7

3.4

NOTE: 1995 accident data through April 1995

One's opinion of the signs' effectiveness depends upon which "before" period is compared

with the "after" (December 1993 through April 1995) period. Accident occurrence peaked in the

late 1980s; a "before" period including the late 1980s yields a higher accident frequency than using

a shorter period excluding any 1980s years. If one uses only the most recent three or four year

period before the CRO,S,S TRAFFIC signs were installed to compare to the 17 month "after" period,

then little improvement is apparent.

The average number of right-angle accidents per year in the before period was 4.6, with

on:2.3. The short "afler" period is showing a rate of 3.5. For a better comparison, more months

of "after" data will be required. If the "after" period right-angle accident mean were to be 3.1 for

8 years, with on: 0.5 x mean, the "after" mean would be significantly less than the "before" mean

with high confidence level (o=0.95).
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Oregon

An Oregon city used SIDE STREET TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs at a 4-leg intersection

of a 44 ft. wide N-S collector with a 40 ft. wide E-W collector in a residential area. Volumes on

both streets are around 3000 vpd. They made use of a sign already developed by their state

highway department. The N-S collector has the STOP and a red-flashing beacon; the E-W collector

has a yellow beacon. Two blocks to the north, the collector has a 4-WAY STOP.

In a 68 month period before the signs were installed, there were 2l right angle intersection

accidents, or 0.31 accidents per month. In a20 month "after" period, there was 1 right angle

intersection accident, or 0.05 accidents per month. The "after" period may need to be longer to

obtain a true idea of "after" performance.

Saskatchewan

The intersection of two low-volume rural roadways south of a small town experienced 12

accidents in a 24 month period after 4-way stop control was changed to 2-way stop control.

Compounding the change, what had earlier been a T-intersection had become a 4-way stop, and the

completion of the fourth leg caused the primary travel directions to be shifted from one road to the

other. Weekday volumes on one roadway are about 1200 vpd, on the other about 600 vpd.

Weekend volumes are assumed to be higher. The two highways intersect at a 75" angle.

Only 3 of the accidents were on wet pavement. Of the 12 accidents, 9 were right-angle

accidents, and 8 of the 9 involved SB vehicles. A consultant reported that 3 or 4 of the accidents

involved drivers who incorrectly thought that all-way stop was in effect: drivers failed to respond to

the presence of CAUTION-CRO.IS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs installed on the stop sign

pole. In 6 of the 9, the "through" vehicle was to the right of the "stop" vehicle. In 3 of the

accidents, erring drivers reported they did not see the oncoming "through" vehicle. Other reported

accident causes included obscured vision due to sun glare or other vehicles, driver inattention, or

driver incapacitation. Some of the erring drivers mentioned visual clutter in the area as

contributing to driver confusion. The consultant considered trvo of the accidents to be unusual

occurrences and recommended they not be considered as related to intersection control. The

consultant also commented that the accident frequency was declining toward the end of the two year

study period to a point where the intersection "can no longer be considered a problem area. "

Wisconsin

A Wisconsin county uses the TRAFFIC ON X DOES NOT STOP signs at two intersections
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At one location, there are about 1200 vehicles per day (vpd) on the through road, and about 700

vpd on the stop-controlled road. The date of sign installation has been lost, but a review of

intersection accidents between 1987 and 1993 shows some increase in the intersection accident rate.

At the second location, there are about 2800 vpd on the through road, and about 950 vpd on

the stop-controlled road. There were 13 intersection accidents in a 55 month period before the

signs were installed (0.24 accidents/month, or 2.8 acclyr), and 6 intersection accidents in a 29

month period after the signs were installed (0.21 accidents/month, or 2.5 acclyr). Data from both

locations are in Table 4.8.

TABLE 4.8 -- Wisconsin Accident Data

Year
1- 2 3 4 5 5.5 5.4 6 7

l-987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1991 t99t ]992 1-993

Intersection 1

total # accidents
acc/mv

Intersection 2

totaf # accidents
acc/mv

... year of change unknown
l2202nana

1.44 2.88 2.88 0 2.88
n?
0 4.33

3243na1132
2 .1.9 1.45 2 .92 2 .L9 L .25 1- .85 2 .1_9 1.45

Issues Raised by Accident Data

A review of the accident data supplied by various transportation agencies, along with

comments found in the literature and made by respondents to the surveys, raised the following

issues.

1. The proportion of STOP sign violators who strike a through vehicle coming from the

violator's right should be factored in any evaluation; a disproportionately high percentage

could indicate the problem is driver oversight, not misperception about right-of-way.

2. Is the placement of sign posts at the intersection interfering with the stopped driver's view of

oncoming traffic from the right?

3. Is the right-side front car roof pillar interfering with the stopped driver's view of oncoming

traffic from the right?

4. Are skewed intersections overrepresented in the problem intersections?
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There was not enough data to evaluate whether one version of the CROSS TRAFFIC sign was

superior to others. Uniformity would be desirable; even if many of the numerous CROSS

TRAFFIC sign variations were effective enough to warrant continued use, could a better job of

informing the driver be performed if such signs were uniform? Ongoing research at other places

may in part answer these questions. It does seem that practice of referring to a direction, such as

TRAFFIC FROM WEST, makes an unrealistic assumption about the awareness of the driving

population.

The issue of regression-to-the-mean must also be considered. The tendency for a high

accident period to be followed by a low accident period can create the illusion of effectiveness of a

particular accident countermeasure, when in fact the decline in accidents after the countermeasure

has been implemented is the result of chance. A common traffic engineering practice has been to

obtain three years of before and three years of after period data, for among other reasons, to

overcome the effects of small sample size. Certainly there is more stability in three years of data

than in one year's data. The Wisconsin data set showed an amount of stability over successive

three year periods. [n contrast, the Michigan data exhibited running three year totals of all

accidents in the "before" period ranging from 1l to 27 (3.7 acclyr to 9 acciyr). Even the four

year running totals yielded rates ranging from 5.2 acclyr to 7.5 acclyr. In this case, even a three

year period does not seem to give a true average accident rate.
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CHAPTER 5

SLMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Attempts to inform a driver facing a STOP sign that the crossing roadway or some other

conflicting traffic stream does not stop have been made in response to what seems to be driver

misperception and the inability of some drivers to properly respond to standard traffic control

devices. The objectives of this research were to investigate and report

1. the present usage of CROS^S TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP and other similar supplemental

traffrc control devices;

2. the circumstances under which these traffic control devices (TCDs) have been installed, and

the situational needs warranting sueh TCDs, as perceived by traffic officials;

3. any studies or reports of experiences with such TCDs, and the effectiveness of such TCDs;

4. the broader issue of "where do we go from here?" Does the current state of affairs suggest

alternative solutions, new warning methods, a change in the MUTCD, or new research

directions?

To accomplish this, the researchers conducted a review of related literature, an extensive survey to

determine the extent of CRO,SS TRAFFIC sign use, and a subsequent detailed survey targeted at

sign users identified through the initial survey.

AN OYERALL PERSPECTIVE

An investigation of the CRO,S,S TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP or other similarly-worded signs

cannot be separated from related traffic control issues. The circle of issues surrounding non-

signalized intersection control can be drawn as large as one wishes. The following issues are

related to CRO,S,S TRAFFIC signing.

1. traffic engineers'desire to use minimal amounts of traffic control, and the relative merits of

different levels of intersection traffic control -- the relative safety and delay with no control,

yield control, 2-way stop control, and all-way stop control, and which option offers the least

delay while preserving safety

2. traffic engineers'concerns that unnecessary proliferation of all-way stop increases delay to

motorists, and breeds driver djsrespect and disregard for justified all-way stop controls

3. traffic control for intersections with unusual geometric or right-of-way assignment patterns

4. the effectiveness of flashers or beacons at stop-controlled intersections
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5. the relative safety of three-leg or T-intersections compared with 4Jeg intersections

6. proper traffic control for residential areas - should all-way stops be installed to calm traffic?

While the scope of any research project is of necessity limited, these issues must be considered

when focusing on the specific issue of CftO.lS TR4"FFIC signs.

RELATED LITERATURE

The literature does contain a few references to the use of CROS,S TRAFFIC signs. Perhaps

the most information is provided in a FHWA-sponsored study that recommended use of such signs

when converting a 4-way to a 2-way stop.

When faced with perplexing intersection control problems, the traffic engineer may face

difficult choices. Various research studies have reported that

1. installation of all-way stop controls in an urban area may reduce accidents at that intersection

while increasing accidents at nearby intersections;

2. motorists may violate stop-controls, especially when cross street traffic volumes are low;

3. intersection beacons may not reduce intersection accident rates;

4. when traffic signals were installed at low volume, uncomplicated intersections, accident rates

increased.

Thus many of the options one might employ to address a Z-way stop intersection accident problem

may be ineffective or even harmful in a specific situation.

Even if a traffic engineer thinks safety concerns justif,, them, higher levels of intersection

traffic control may not be justified under existing MUTCD warrants. The cited alternative warrant

study based on delay is decades old, and work on stop-controlled intersection capacity and delay

has continued since then.

As a commentary on this literature, it can be noted that many of the intersections reported

herein had volumes under those needed to justify AIL-WAY STOP signs as a remedy for the

accident problem. Warrants for all-way stop control based on delay alone may not give the

practicing traffic engineer the range of options needed to deal with real-world problems. At an

intersection with an accident problem, demands for an all-way stop may be rejected because the

volume warrants are not met. However, it seems inconsistent to argue that all-way stop control

should not be installed at low volume intersections because of the resulting unnecessary delay, then

employ unusual right-of-way patterns (e.g., three of the four legs having STOP, or a 90o movement

with priority) that cause drivers to be unsure who has right-of-way and unnecessarily wait for an

approaching vehicle that comes to a stop upon reaching the intersection.
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SURVEY RESULTS

Most of the over 300 respondents from the initial extent-of-use survey did use supplemental

ALL-WAY or 4WAY plaques. About half used intersection beacons, while about 1/3 used STOP

sign beacons. Over ll4 responded they did have intersections at which one approach had a YIEID

sign while another approach had the right-of-way to make a 90o movement.

About 40% indicated they did use supplemental STOP sign control devices at or in advance

of the intersection to warn motorists they were at a Z-way stop, not an all-way stop. (It should not

be inferred that this represents the proportion of all transportation agencies that use the sign.) A

wide variety of legends, color combinations, shapes, and placement locations were found among

various agencies using the CTtOSS TRAFFIC sigrs. A warrant for use of the sign in the Illinois

manual was submitted.

Among reasons given for objecting to use of the sign were the adequacy of existing standard

signs, the CRO^SS TRAFFIC sign is rrot a MUTCD-standard sign, and the potential for driver

confusion and liability. Some who had used the signs did not think they were particularly

effective.

Respondents to the subsequent detailed survey described a number of scenarios that have led

to the installation of CftO.9S TRAFFIC DOES NOT,SIOP signs. The identified situations or

reasons given for use of these TCDs can be grouped into three general categories.

Category 1: Changing the assignment of right-of-way

1. converting a 4-way to a 2-way stop

2. switching the direction that has to stop at an existing 2-way stop

Category 2: Unexpected or uncommon geometric/operational characteristics

3. one or more uphill intersection approaches where traffic is not required to stop because

is difficult to make an uphill start in snow and ice after stopping

4. due to the opening of a new roadway, an existing T-intersection was converted to a 4-

leg intersection

5. the presence of a railroad grade crossing on one of the intersection approaches makes it

undesirable to have that approach stop, while traffic conditions dictate that all other

intersection approaches do stop

Category 3: Driver behavior

6. driver misperception on at a Z-way stop that the through road also has a ,9IOP when in

fact it does not have a STOP

7. observed disregard of an existing ^IIOP sign
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Although cornmon threads link all given reasons for installing the signs, each reason reflects a

unique set of circumstances.

EFFECTS OF TIIE CROSS TRAFFIC SIGNS ON ACCIDENTS

A comparison of "before" and "after the sign was installed" accident frequencies was made

in an effort to assess the effectiveness of the CROSS TRAFFIC signs. This analysis was not of just

one specific sign (i.e., not of one specific wording, color, etc.), since a number of sign variations

are m use.

Accident analysis is a less than perfect process, since accidents may be incorrectly reported

or even be absent from the data base" While some insight may be obtained through analysis of

statements made by the accident victims, there are some inherent weaknesses with such an analysis.

At-fault drivers in right angle intersection accidents may not recall or even have ever been aware of

"what made them do it." Drivers may make statements about "not seeing oncoming vehicles" or

thinking the "other direction was also supposed to stop" when in fact they did not think this, or the

drivers may neglect to make such statements when in fact that is what transpired.

Specific Effects on Accidents

The effectiveness of CRO^IS TRAFFIC signs, as measured by before-and-after traffic accident

statistics, was not consistent across the range of studied intersections. By virtue of requesting

before-and-after accident data, the data submitted was primarily from intersections at which the

signs had been employed to address a supposed right-of-way misperception or driver violation

situation, not from locations at which the right-of-way pattern was being changed.

Information submitted from Florida, Idaho, and Oregon indicated the signs had been effective

in reducing accident rates at intersections or reducing numbers of "close calls." Data from

Michigan and Wisconsin intersections offered no clear-cut conclusion.

Accident summaries from Indiana and Saskatchewan indicated ineffectiveness of the signs.

The Indiana data suggested conversion to 4-way stop or signal installation is more effective in

reducing intersection accidents than the use of CRO,SS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP or similar signs;

perhaps rising traffic volumes were a factor in these statistics.

With both the Indiana and the Wisconsin county road accident data, it was not possible to

evaluate only right angle or stop violation accident rates. Perhaps more detailed data would lead to

different conclusions.
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The Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department supplied individual accident reports

for four state-system intersections. One of the intersections had been converted from a T- to a 4-

leg intersection about the time the signs were installed, and the signs were installed on another

when the intersection was opened, so there was no "before" period. The installation of the signs

was accompanied by a decline in accident rates at two intersections. At the intersection changed

from a "T" to a A-leg (Ark 110-Ark 25), there was a jump in accidents after the sign appeared;

this location consisted of a bypass route stopping for a radial route. Incomplete data sources

suggest the CRO.9,S TRAFFIC signs were connected with lower frequencies of driver misperception

about the intersection being 4-way at all but the Ark 110-Ark 25 location. The Arkansas data

confirmed what other researchers had noted: violating drivers reporting they did not see the

oncoming through vehicles. There was also a high occurrence of accident involvement with a

through vehicle approaching from the stopped driver's right, with the Ark 110-Ark 25 intersection

being the lone exception. Overall, this suggests that a part of the problem is not driver

misperception about right-of-way but rather drivers looking for but not seeing oncoming vehicles.

Statewide average intersection accident rates were not available. The "after" accident rates at

these intersections could be compared with rates at other intersections having similar volumes and

environments to determine whether the "after" accident rates at the three locations with CRO^I,S

TRAFFIC signs were lower than thoSe at intersections without the sign treatment.

Inferences from Accident Data

A review of accident data suggests that the stop-controlled intersection "right-angle accident

problem" is in actuality a number of different problems.

l. the line-of-sight of some drivers at STOP signs is blocked; contributing factors may include

drivers not adequately "looking around" the vehicle door posts" intersection skew, or the

presence of other vehicles

2. some drivers overlook plainly visible oncoming through roadway vehicles, and background

"visual clutter" compounds this oversight problem

3. at "normal" intersections, some drivers incorrectly assume that cross traffic is supposed to

stop; unusual right-of-way arrangements at some intersections violate driver expectancy,

leading some drivers to incorrectly assume that one or more movements is supposed to stop,

when in fact that movement is not required to stop

If the intersections at which it is suspected that drivers are making incorrect right-of-way

assumptions are in fact experiencing right angle accidents due to a number of different factors, then
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countermeasures aimed at the right-of-way misperception problem may affect only a portion of the

total number of accidents. Even if the countermeasure were 100% effective on that portion of

accidents caused by right-of-way misperception, only a fraction of the total number of right angle

intersection accidents would be eliminated. Elimination of only a fraction of all right angle

intersection accidents could make it difficult to ascertain any statistically significant improvement in

intersection safety attributable to installing CRO,IS TRAFFIC control devices.

Those agencies volunteering accident data submitted information in varying degrees of detail.

After reviewing the variations, it was concluded that future CROSS TRAFFIC sign effectiveness

studies should be based on individual accident reports, in order to obtain the degree of detail

needed and to differentiate among various types of right-angle intersection accidents.

SUGGESTED IMPLEMENTATION

This project began with one of trvo stated outcomes expected. Either

a. based on the documented experiences of others, the project would define situations

warranting the use of the sign, and define the preferred sign color, shape, and legend. Such

definition would allow formulation of a request to include the sign in the MUTCD;

or

b. based on a lack of documented experience, the study would define the needs for a second

phase, such as studies of the effectiveness of such signs, or tests to determine which

alternative motorists best understand and respond to.

The second alternative was stated as the more likely outcome. The actual outcome fell somewhere

between these two alternatives.

Reviews of CRO.S.S TRAFFIC sign performance yield seemingly inconsistent results; perhaps

more experience and studies will reveal a more pronounced trend. In the mean time, traffic

engineers are in a perplexing situation: what to do about continued use of these signs. The

following recommendations are offered.

1. Every transportation agency should develop typical intersection accident rates, classified for

ranges of volume, type of traffic control present, and environment (e.g., large urban, rural,

tourist, etc.). These rates can be used to determine the relative safety of intersections. It
may be more feasible for state agencies to do this and distribute the information to cities and

counties than for each agency to independently develop such information.

2. If accident rates for intersections of similar volume, character, and type of traffic control are

available, these should be used as a baseline to determine whether a particular intersection is
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experiencing an elevated accident rate. Engineers can use such "baseline comparison rates"

both to evaluate the need for CRO^IS TRAFFIC signing or other TCDs at intersections, and

for removal of existing signs. Removal can be justified in part by the concern that overuse

of the signs may contribute to drivers assuming the absence of the sign means an all-way

stop.

Do not install the CRO,I,S TRAFFIC signs at additional intersections unless there is a

documented problem with driver misperception or other situation correctable with the signs.

(This restriction does not apply to temporary use of the signs at right-of-way change

locations, such as changing a 4-way to 2-way stop.) When considering the use of the signs,

there should be an analysis of at least two years, and preferably three years, of individual

accident reports from the intersection.

Closely monitor the accident patterns at 2-way stop-controlled bypasses; compare rates where

the radial route stops for the bypass against rates where the bypass stops for the radial route,

factoring in the surrounding environment. If the contrast of the Ark 110-Ark 25 experience

with the Ark 4-Ark 15 experience does hold true for other intersections, then there may be

justification in certain circumstances for stopping the radial route for the bypass, even if the

radial route has higher volumes.

Additional study is needed to document the effectiveness of these signs. Both a larger study

pool and a long time period are needed.

Interested states should raise the issue of these signs at a national level, debating both the

merit of the sign and particular alternative versions of the sign. The discussion should

include the issues raised in "Possible Future Direction. "

POSSIBLE FUTIJRB DIRECTION

A number of traffic engineers have felt a need to use non-standard CROSS TRAFFIC signs to

alert motorists at intersections where there seems to be a right-of-way misperception problem. The

use of these signs has spread, even without the sanction of the MUTCD. It would seem desirable

for national groups to consider a future course of action, to achieve uniformity. The following is a

listing of possible future directions.

1. Continue existing signing practices (do not use CROS,S TRAFFIC signs). Some traffic

engineers are of the opinion that there is nothing inherently wrong with current stop-

controlled intersection signing practices: drivers should assume all STOP signs are 2-way

4

5

6.
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6.

unless notified otherwise, not the other way around. Any operational problems that may exist

result from uncorrectable driver error.

Mandate installation of ALL-WAI supplemental plates at all stop-controlled intersections

where applicable. This approach assumes the hypothesis that if ALL-WAY were always

posted where applicable, then there would be no driver confusion, because the absence of

ALL-WAY would automatically imply that one or more conflicting movements was not

required to stop.

Mandate universal use of an ALL IVz4I supplemental plate, considerably larger and more

conspicuous than the current small supplemental plates.

Install CRO^9,S TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP or similar signs at problem intersection locations,

and otherwise let stop-controlled intersection signing remain as-is. A possible flaw with this

approach is that once an unknown threshold-number of intersections were signed with CRO,S^9

TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP, then driver expectancy would sause a portion of drivers to

either consciously or subconsciously assume that the absence of such sign implied that cross

traffic did stop, leading to more right angle accidents. This in turn could create the need for

universal signing of 2-way stop-controlled intersections with CROSS T'RAFFIC DOES NOT

STOP.

Install the CRO.IS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP sign at all applicable intersection locations.

If there is actually a problem with some drivers thinking the signs mean they do not have to

stop since they are crossing traffic, then the use of left-right arrows along with the words

may clear up this misconception. This approach would be expensive to implement.

Assume that the current "one size fits all" practice of using the same STOP sign at

intersections with different right-of-way assignment patterns is inherently flawed. As an

alternative, STOP signs at all-way stop intersections could have a different appearance than

those where one or more approaches were not required to stop. For instance, traffic

approaching the common 2-way stop at a 4-leg intersection would see the standard octagon

with the word "Stop," but with through arrows from the left and right added. This approach

would be expensive to implement.

aJ

4.

5

CLOSING

The findings of this research on the effectiveness of CRO,S^I TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP and

similar signs can be summarized with the following points.

1. The accident data submitted for this research yielded mixed results about the sign's
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effectiveness. At some locations, the signs did seem to reduce accident frequencies. At

other locations, accidents continued in spite of the presence of the signs.

2. Expanded use of the sign could cause drivers to come to expect them at all 2-way stop

control situations. If this concern were realized, the degree of use that would bring about

this alteration in driver behavior is not known.

3. It is suggested that the sign be used only on a very limited basis, at locations where

statements from those violating the STOP signs suggest repeated incidents of misperception,

or temporarily for right-of-way changes. This policy is recommended until more information

on the long term impact of the signs and a study of alternative approaches have been

completed.

The proliferation of CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP and similar signs has already occurred. A

coordinated effort to direct this activity would be of service to traffic engineers and the motoring

public, in accidents and injuries prevented.
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APPENDIX B

SURVEY FORMS



1

AHTD TRC 9504

page t/2
SURVEY OF PRACTICES AT STOP-CONTROLLED INTERSECTIONS

respond with checkmarks or short answers

In your jurisdiction, do you have any of the foJ.lowing
traffic control devices at STOP-cont.ro]1ed intersecti_ons?
( ) have supplemental ALL WAY or 4-WAY plaques (per MUTCD

2B-4)
( ) have Intersection Control Beacons (per M{JTCD 4E-3)
( ) have Stop Sign Beacons (per AtlrCD 4E-4)

Do you have any erfperiences or studies that indicate either
driver understanding or misunderstanding of flashing
Intersection Cont.rol Beacons at intersections (some of which
flash red toward traffic from all approaches, while other
flash red in some directions and ye1Iow in ot.hers) .

( ) y€s, we do have ( ) Do, we do not have

In your jurisdiction, are you aware of any intersection
control- schemes in which
a. one approach has YIELD
b. while an opposing (either 90o or 1800) approach has STOP,

or a 1B0o opposing approach has no control?
Al-so, include any other rtunusual" mixes of YIELD with STOP

control, buL do NOT include separate right. turn lanes wit.h
YIELD control.
One possible locat.ion for combined STOP-YIELD cont,rol may be
at intersect.ions with "perpendicular,' right-of -way i.e.,
the major movement makes a 90o turn, ds shown in t.he
following example- sket.ches .

ct
!U

=

2

3

o
g

=-{

STOP

I
YIELD

2lo
t

-.1

I
STOP

I

( ) y€s, we do have Ehem ( ) DO, do not have any
IF you DO have STOP-YIELD at any location, please esEimate
t.he number of locations.

- -ovER- -



4

Minn.

AHTD TRC 9504

SURVEY OF PRACTICES AT STOP-CONTROLLED INTERSECTIONS page 2/2

In your jurisdiction, do you have any supplenental stop sign
control devices or devices in advance of stop signs used
specifically to warn motorists that they are at a two-way
stop, NOT an al1-way stop? (Examp1es include signs with
messagles simllar to "CROSS STREET DOES NoT STOP" either in
advance of the STOP sign or on the stop sign polei overhead
or post-mounted flashing lights; etc. This includes devices
both in and not in the current MUTCD.)

E'

1a. r11 l

Tex.
1oca1

,JL

&F

i\

[EE@: T
!lo.ostnrrrl- *

( ) y€s, we do have them ( ) Do, do not have any
fF you DO have any such devices, please briefly describe
them, give their wording; estimate the number of locations.

I
TRATFC FROM

LEFT OOES

NoT 5T0P

STOP STOP

If you know of another jurisdiction using suppTemental
controT devices to warn that the cross street does not
pTease forward a copy of the survey to them or te77 us
are

tratfic
stop,
who they

Your name

Your
address

Title

Phone number
thank you for your heTp THE END

Fax number



Rev. 2/21 /95

CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOp Srudy Date:

Name & Agency (Cj-ty, County, State, etc.) of person you ca11ed:

Estimate the number of signs or locations where the cRoss TRAFFIC DOES NoT
STOP or similar sign i-s being used.

what problem are you trying to address with the cRoss rRAFFrc DOES Nor
s igns ?

E converting a four-way t.o a two-way STOp
E an existing t.wo-way STOP where swicching the direction that has to
E driver misperception on a two-way that the through road aLso has a

when in fact it does not have a STOP?
E one or more uphill intersection approaches where traffic noE required to

STOP because is difficult Eo drive in snow and ice
something peculiar or unique with intersection, odd geometrics
observed disregard of existing STOp sign(s)
other; please describe

1

2 STOP

stop
STOP

3 Had any other methods to address
TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP signs were

EYESENO
E double STOp signs
O advance STOP AHEAD
n flags

the problem been tried before the CROSS
i-nstalled? If "YES,', what was Eried?
E DON'T KNoW

0 larger STOP sign(s)
E stop 1ines on pavement
E f lashers,/beacons

4. How did you find out about this sign?
don't know; or before my time.
(on]y for Cit.y or County) from our State,/province DOT
(only for State/Province DOt) from a Ci-ty or County
saw them used somewhere else,/read about them/heard about t.hem
other; please describe.

(a) Estimate when the signs were j-nitialJ-y installed (for how 1ong have Lhe
signs been used) ?

E do not know

5

(b) Why or Under what. conditions were the signs i-nstalled?
identifiable factors influencing the decision to install

Were there any
the signs?

E
E
E

D

E



2 Rev. 2/27 /95

CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP Study - conrinued
. Descrj-be the device conf iguration:

(a) legend: ---> E if siqn also has arrows,
! CROSS TRAFFIC/...FROM LEFT/...FROM R]GHT DOES NOT STOP
D CRoSs STREET (oT ROAD) DoES NoT STOP
E CROSS STREET (oT RoAD) TRAFFIC DOES NoT STOP
! name of street (TRAFFIC) DOES NOT STOP
D Other; please describe

(b) colors:
E black fetters on white background
E black letters on yeI1ow background
E bl-ack fetters on whj-te+ye1low background
E red letters on white background
E whi-te letters on red background
D other; pfease describe

(c) placement:
E on STOP sign pol_e
E other; pfease describe

E in advance of STOP sign

please check

in conjunction with7

B

Have any additional passive or active devices been used
the signs? E NO; usual_Iy use just sign alone

E flashers/beacons D rumble strips
E STOP AHEAD signs E stop lines on
E flags E other; please ,

Were there any sight distance or ot.her problems
iNStAllCd? E YES E NO E

at sj-te(s) where si-gn(s) are
DON'T KNOW

pavement
describe

9. What has been the experience with/effectiveness
E improved situat.ion E
E no change/no improvement E
E oEher; please describe

of rhe cRoss TRAFFIC...sign?
prevented/reduced accidents
don't know

(b) Has there been any opposition Eo or problem with the
N YES D No E DoN'T KNow
E concern that 1t is not a standard sign D

(c) Have any "before and after" studies been conducted
E YES E No E DoN'T KNow

IF *YEStr TO IIAVE STUDY, THEN REQI'EST COPY OF STI'DY
Were there significant changes in area that would ,

after comparison, such as changes in the roadway,
surrounding land uses?
E YES E No E DoN'T KNoW

use of the sign?

driver confusion

and "written-up"?

affect a before-and-
traffic, or

(d) Have any loca1 warrants for use of the sign been proposed or used?
D yES E No; just based on engineerj-ng judgement

IF "YES' TO }IAVE WARR]LNT, THEN REQUEST COPY OF I^IARR.ANT(S)




